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Gifts
FORHer



Gifts FORHer

These three unique 
and inspirational 
collections create 
genuine, subtle, & 

stylish ways for her 
to express her faith.

Collection Themes:
Authenticity, 

Beauty,
& Joy

Collections Contain:
Message Box

Latte Mug
Travel Bag

Trinket Dish
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Sampling of Art Prints

Item# 45631   
$20.00 MSRP

MESSAGE BOX AUTHENTICITY 
MIXED MESSAGES AND SCRIPTURES

MESSAGE BOX
Box:  Wood 5.5" x 1.5" x 5.5" | Cards: 52 cards 5"x 5" | Boxed | Foil stamping on window insert

Display on a desk or tabletop | Switch out the messages every day, week or as needed! 

Sticker on back of box features a sampling of 
artwork found within.

Sampling of copy on cards.
Insert allows shopper to sample the 
scriptures & messages in the set.

Inspire a friend or loved one to step 
forward in faith with this set of 52 
thoughtful scriptures & messages—
displayed in a wooden box for beautifully 
designed storage.
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Sampling of Art Prints

MESSAGE BOX
Box:  Wood 5.5" x 1.5" x 5.5" | Cards: 52 cards 5"x 5" | Boxed | Foil stamping on window insert

Display on a desk or tabletop | Switch out the messages every day, week or as needed! 

Sticker on back of box features a sampling of 
artwork found within.

Sampling of copy on cards.
Insert allows shopper to sample the 
scriptures & messages in the set.

Item# 45632   
$20.00 MSRP

MESSAGE BOX BEAUTY 
MIXED MESSAGES AND SCRIPTURES

Inspire a friend or loved one to step 
forward in faith with this set of 52 
thoughtful scriptures & messages—
displayed in a wooden box for beautifully 
designed storage.
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MESSAGE BOX
Box:  Wood 5.5" x 1.5" x 5.5" | Cards: 52 cards 5"x 5" | Boxed | Foil stamping on window insert

Display on a desk or tabletop | Switch out the messages every day, week or as needed! 

Sampling of Art Prints

Sticker on back of box features a sampling of 
artwork found within.

Sampling of copy on cards.
Insert allows shopper to sample the 
scriptures & messages in the set.

Item# 45634   
$20.00 MSRP

MESSAGE BOX JOY 
MIXED MESSAGES AND SCRIPTURES

Inspire a friend or loved one to step 
forward in faith with this set of 52 
thoughtful scriptures & messages—
displayed in a wooden box for beautifully 
designed storage.
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LATTE MUG
Ceramic | Holds 16 oz. | 6 1/8" height x 3 1/2" diameter | Dishwasher & microwave safe | Boxed

Item# 45643 
$15.00 MSRP

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 
Life is beautiful because God is beautiful. 
PSALM 27:4
Beauty Collection

Item# 45642 
$15.00 MSRP

MY CUP OVERFLOWS  
My cup overflows. PSALM 23:5
Authenticity Collection

Item# 45644 
$15.00 MSRP

WHATEVER IS TRUE 
Whatever is true noble right pure lovely admirable...
think about such things. PHILIPPIANS 4:8
Joy Collection
*NOT DISHWASHER OR MICROWAVE 
SAFE—REAL GOLD ACCENTS

Coffee drinkers love their coffee and love to make a statement 
with their coffee mug. The mug is something that expresses their 
individual style while having an inspiring scripture.
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TRAVEL BAG
Canvas with tassel zipper pull | 11" x 7" x 3" | Gusset bottom | Zip closure | Poly bagged

Item# 45804 
$12.00 MSRP

COMPLETELY LOVED
Wonderfully made & completely loved 
PSALM 139 
Beauty Collection

Item# 45655  
$12.00 MSRP

AUTHENTICALLY BEAUTIFUL
Authentically Beautiful 
1 PETER 3:4
Authenticity Collection

Item# 45803 
$12.00 MSRP

BEAUTY OF THE LORD 
Let the beauty of the Lord our God 
be upon us. PSALM 90:17 
Joy Collection

Lining
Color

Lining
Color

Lining
Color

These bags can be used to carry a variety of items like makeup, school supplies, or jewelry!
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Item# 45812 
$12.00 MSRP

TREASURED
I am treasured
DEUTERONOMY 7:6 
Beauty Collection

Item# 45811 
$12.00 MSRP

EVERYTHING
I have EVERYTHING I need!
By His divine power, God has given us everything we 
need for living a godly life. II PETER 1:3
Authenticity Collection

Item# 45815 
$12.00 MSRP

PUT ON LOVE
Put on love 
COLOSSIANS 3:12, 14 NIV
Joy Collection

Ceramic with metallic accents | 4.6" x 6.75" | Boxed
TRINKET DISH

Gift a small trinket dish to hold a friends 
treasures—a personal accessory she'll 
cherish and a lovely, little way to show 
her just how much she means.



To order call 800.944.8000  
or email custserv@dayspring.com
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